The great appeal of data from Congressional elections lies in the larger number of available time series observations. Recent Presidential elections, however, provide a stronger test for two reasons.
First, the Federal government did not formally accept responsibility for maintaining employment and "purchasing power" until the Employment Act of 1946. Earlier in the century, the gold standard committed the government and the society to policies that maintained the gold exchange value of the dollar. Fluctuations in employment were seen, and widely accepted, as a means to that end. There is, therefore, some difficulty in reconciling rational behavior, acceptance of the gold standard, and dissatisfaction with candidates who failed to "provide" or promise reduced unemployment.
Second, any effect of aggregate economic variables on election results should be most apparent in Presidential elections. The President much more than Congress receives praise or blame for the events that occur during his administration and the policies that are undertaken. Some of the costs or benefits of his policies may attach to his party even if the incumbent President does not seek reelection.
The four most recent Presidential elections provide a useful base for estimating the effect of aggregative economic variables on elections. An incumbent President or Vice-President was a candidate of one of the major parties in each election. Unemployment rates and inflation rates before elections vary over a considerable range, the former from less than 4 to more than 5-1/2 per cent, the latter from 1 to more than 4 per cent. Perhaps equally important, both unemployment and inflation rates changed from rising to falling before several elections. Further, so-called economic issues were major campaign issues in 1960 and 1972.
The past four elections include at least two elections in which redistribution of income was a major issue. In 1964, Goldwater opposed many of the social policies developed in the thirties and fifties. His campaign strategy has been described as an attempt to repeal the taxing and spending programs that promised to redistribute income directly or in the form of services. 4 McGovern campaigned for increased redistribution in 1972. In the years 1960 to 1972, the share of government and the amount of transfers per capita increased. The four campaigns offer an opportunity to make some tentative estimates on the effects of income redistribution and tax payments on voting.
This paper estimates the effects of some measures of aggregate economic conditions, tax and income transfers on the popular votes for President of the United States in the elections of 1960, 1964, 1968 and 1972 . Data on election returns and some economic and political conditions in the forty-eight contiguous states are used in the study. In the following section, we introduce a simple multi-variate model based on the classifications found useful in studies of voting at the Survey Research Center. 5 We estira Darame-ters for the combined sample and compare the overall result to the estimates for individual elections. A discussion of the principal findings and some comparison with the results from time series studies of Congressional elections complete the paper.
VOTING IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
Our analysis of voting decisions adapts the model of Arcelus and Meltzer 6 to Presidential elections. A voter decides whether to participate and for whom to vote. Both decisions depend on a comparison of perceived benefits and costs as in models of rational behavior. 7 Voting involves the sacrifice of time to vote and in some cases to acquire information about past performance of candidates and parties or to form judgments about future performance. 8 Many citizens do not vote. Others vote in every election. Surveys 9 and analyses of voting statistics find confirmation for propositions advanced by Lazarsfeld and his associates. They found that: (1) "Half the people knew in May for which party they would vote and clung to this choice . . ."; (2) "Of those undecided in May, about half made up their minds after they knew who the nominees were and maintained this decision . . . ." 10 Presumably these voters are influenced very little by campaigns and specific issues like unemployment and inflation. Officeholders, party members and loyalists are part of this group. In the language of rational behavior, voters who decide early perceive positive net benefits from voting for a particular party. In the surveys, such voters are classified as strong partisans. Voters who decide after learning the name of the candidate include many weak partisans.
We divide voters into four classes according to the kinds of factors that influence decisions to participate and selection of candidates and parties. Two groups are unaffected by economic variables. Partisan or habitual voters are not influenced by either issues or candidates. Their decisions are independent of contemporaneous events. A weak partisan group is induced to vote by the candidate or type of election. Presidential elections and reelection campaigns of incumbent Presidents increase participation in Congressional elections. 11 These are "coat-tail" effects. In Presidential elections there can be a "reverse coat-tail" from lower officeholders to the President if voters use the endorsement of the candidate by local officials as information 6 Francisco Arcelus & Allan H. Meltzer, supra note 3. 7 William H. Riker & Peter Ordeshook, supra note 2. 8 We abstract here from the institutional requirement of voter registration which forces citizens to make a preliminary participation decision. In most states, registration is a once-andtor-all choice at a given residence. relevant for their decisions. In addition, incumbency increases the number of job holders, supporters and other weak partisans.
We postulate that economic variables affect participation and voting decisions in two ways. One is "vote buying." Voters are induced to vote (or abstain) by taxing and spending programs. The other is the much discussed effect of aggregate economic variables on votes and voting.
"Vote buying" consists of designing redistribution programs that appeal to uncommitted voters, non-voters or opponents. Election campaigns remind the voters about who supported and who opposed transfers. An alleged benefit of participation in organized groups is the redistribution of income, the services and lower tax rates or exemptions the group obtains or retains. Voting or campaigning for the party or candidate that promises or enacts legislation favorable to a voter is part of the cost of obtaining the service or benefit. On the other end of the spectrum are the voters who oppose candidates that offer welfare programs or services that they regard as wasteful of resources or too costly. Goldwater made a major effort in the 1964 campaign to increase participation by the group of voters alleged to be disaffected by the higher spending and higher taxes proposed by candidates of both major parties in previous elections. 12 The last group of voters we consider is affected by issues. The only issue we consider is the performance of the economy as measured by unemployment, inflation, and real income. Campaign rhetoric often emphasizes this issue, but there is dispute about its importance. 13 In dispute is the marginal effect or perhaps the size of the effect on participation rates and on the two parties. The problem is to separate the marginal effect on voting from the use of current events for partisan purposes.
A FORMAL MODEL
To formalize the model, we define Vk ij as the percentage of voters in state i during election year j that are in one of the four groups-k = 0, ..., 3-described as strong partisans, weak partisans, program voters and economic issue voters. Our hypothesis is that participation in Presidential elections is the sum of the four components plus an additive error term representing weather, personality of the candidates and other random fac-10 Strong partisans vote regularly. Their decisions are independent of economic and other issues. The total size of the group changes, however, with changes in the characteristics of the voting population such as age, composition and location. We have chosen two characteristics to summarize the many ways in which the composition of the electorate affects participa- Weak partisans vote less regularly than strong. A principal factor affecting their participation is the appeal of the party or candidate. The effect works through two variables. One represents the influence of Presidential incumbents, the other the influence of state or local incumbents on voting in Presidential elections. There are many ways in which we can measure the latter effect. We used the composition of the state Congressional delegation (COMP). COMP rises with the share of Democrats in the delegation. The two effects of incumbency are:
where RERUN = 0 if an incumbent seeks reelection (1964, 1972) and 1 elsewhere.
One problem with this section of our model is that there are "special factors" in every election. By choosing dummy variables we select a few as "important." The election of a Catholic, the war in Vietnam, the incumbent party rather than the incumbent President, any of these might have been selected for special attention. Plausible arguments can be made for each. Dummy variables are, at best, crude devices for measuring the changes that are of interest. We, therefore, estimated the parameters for each election separately to compare with the estimates for the four elections. In the cross-section results for each year, YOUTH and RERUN are always zero.
For strong partisans and to a lesser extent, for weak partisans, the benefits of voting exceed the cost. The remaining groups we have identified are induced to vote by programs, policies and outcomes that raise benefits above costs. Some voters may be sufficiently astute or informed to relate programs or policies to outcomes. Cell has argued that such a requirement is exces-sively restrictive. 15 It is sufficient for voters to reward candidates or parties that produce results they like. Rational candidates will work to produce desired outcomes and eliminate undesired outcomes.
Among the effects of government programs are the redistribution of income between states, groups and income classes. We measure these effects by the size of the transfer programs from the federal to state and local governments, the taxes paid (net of refunds) and by the rates of change of tax and redistribution programs. 16 The difference between the rate of change for each state and the rate of change of the national average is denoted G. V2 summarizes the effects of redistribution.
The measurement of the transfer and tax payments raises a number of questions we have not resolved. These include the proper treatment of corporate taxes, social security payments and other transfers to individuals. Although we have used nominal rather than real values for taxes and intergovernmental transfers, we would use real values if more adequate price data were available by states. Further, we believe that the relevant variables are the present values of the transfers and taxes, not the current flows, but we have found no way to determine whether voters act as if economic growth and progressive taxation produce more government spending and redistribution or lower tax rates. Further, we have taken account of neither the government's contingent liabilities, important for analyzing the financing of housing, nor the tax credits and deductions that should have effects similar to transfers.
The last set of variables we consider are measures of aggregate economic performance. Unemployment is one of the most commonly used variables in time series studies of the effect of aggregate economic variables on voting. High unemployment is expected to hurt the incumbent. An alternative argument is that rising and falling unemployment rates have more influence on voters and candidates than high or low unemployment. 17 The reason is that rising or falling unemployment is an indicator of future conditions. Herbert Hoover may be remembered for the 23.6 per cent unemployed when he ran for reelection in 1932, but Franklin Roosevelt had large pluralities despite a 17 per cent unemployment rate in 1936 and a 14.6 per cent unemployment rate in 1940. V3 summarizes the response to economic variables.
V3 = V30E
Economic aggregates, E, also include the rate of inflation and the rate of change of per capita personal income. The latter includes transfers, payments and personal taxes. Combining terms, we obtain an equation for the percentage of voters participating in an election. The error term e ij is assumed to have the usual properties. The total vote is distributed over the parties, so the "third-party" vote is a residual, VT ij , obtained by subtraction.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
We estimated equations (1) to (3), using ordinary least squares regression for the four Presidential elections in 1960 to 1972. Data for the 48 contiguous states are described in the appendix. Estimates were obtained for the four elections and for each election separately. Table 1 shows the parameters estimated from the pooled data for the four elections. Several findings merit attention.
There is a group of consistent voters, the habitual voters, consisting of approximately 50 per cent of the eligible voters. The group is divided unequally between Democrats and Republicans. In the four elections, the Republicans held a slight advantage among habitual voters. This suggests that a smaller share of the Republican vote depended on economic variables or redistribution. This finding is consistent with an earlier study of Congressional voting.« Time series data suggests that 55 per cent of the eligible voters participated in Congressional elections in the Presidential election years from 1932 to 1968. The Democrats had a large share of the traditional voters in Congressional elections, but the Republican vote was changed less by measures of aggregate economic performance.
The dummy variable used to measure the effect of 18 year old voting in 1972 shows a small effect on participation but a large shift between parties. Special factors associated with the McGovern candidacy are likely to be combined with the effect of the 18 year old vote. We examine this issue again when we discuss the individual elections.
Incumbency has two effects. There is a vanishingly small, but statistically significant effect of the composition of state Congressional delegations (COMP). The mean of the variable is approximately 58 per cent, so at the mean there is a reduction of 2.5 to 3.0 per cent in participation almost entirely at the expense of the Republicans. Presidential incumbency appears to have a more substantial effect on the distribution of the vote, but like 18 year old voting, the effect is confounded with other factors, the low Republican vote in 1964, and the low Democratic vote in 1972. Our measures of the distribution of taxes and expenditures and deviations in relative growth rates for states have very little effect on voting percentage or on the distribution of the vote. Although coefficients are often statistically significant, the data show no strong effects of tax and expenditure variables on average voting shares. As an alternative, we estimated the effect of taxes minus transfers. The result for the combined effect was a shift of .48 per cent away from the Republican per hundred dollars of net taxes per capita. The shift was divided between the Democrats and non-voters. The Democrats gained .25 per cent, and the participation rate dropped .23 per cent.
In contrast, the results in Table 1 suggest that the taxes and transfers do not have identical effects. The transfers appear to shift votes from the Democrats to the Republicans, on average, and taxes shift votes from the Republicans mainly to non-voters. There appears to be evidence in support of the thesis that high tax rates discourage voting and particularly Republican voting, but the effect has been small on average. Table 2 shows the effect on voting percentages at the mean values of the variables in the four election years. If the values in the table are reliable estimates, inflation and unemployment have a more important influence on voting than taxes and transfers. Inflation has a large, statistically significant effect on voting participation and on party votes. The pooled data suggest that the Republicans lose more from inflation. In addition the Republicans lose and the Democrats gain, on average, from unemployment.
Our results distinguish between alternative hypotheses about the effects of unemployment. High unemployment appears to be more important than rising unemployment in shifting votes from Republicans to Democrats. On average, high unemployment helps the Democrats and hurts the Republicans. This finding is contrary to the frequently stated proposition that economic performance helps or hurts the incumbent candidate or party. Table 3 compares the results for the four elections we studied. All coefficients significantly different from zero at approximately the 5 per cent level in a one-tail test are shown. In addition, we show estimates of the coefficients for principal variables that do not meet this test. They are set apart to separate the results of significant tests. 19 Unemployment helps the Democrats and hurts the Republicans in each of the elections, and frequently both effects are estimated to be statistically significant. Inflation also lowers the Republican vote and raises the Democratic vote. An exception is 1972 when inflation was at the highest level of any of the four elections, but the Republicans appear to have benefited and the Democrats to have suffered.
This finding suggests that there is a major weakness in time series estimates Rational voters should be more concerned about future inflation than current or past inflation. Past events are an imperfect guide to future events and least useful when the party changes direction.
If our estimates are correct, economic factors contributed heavily to the Nixon victory in 1972 and his defeat in 1960. The 1972 plurality on the inflation issue, at the mean rate of inflation, is approximately 25 per cent (4 41 + 1 58 multiplied by 4.1). In 1960, our measure of the mean inflation rate is much lower, 1.2 per cent, but the coefficients are very different. Kennedy's net margin on the inflation issue is 16 per cent, according to our estimates.
. " The habitual vote for the Democrats is more stable but is usually smaller than for the Republicans. Our estimates for individual elections support the pooled regression results in this respect. The 1968 election is an exception, however. The combination of war and a third-party candidate appears to have shifted many traditional or habitual Democrats away from Humphrey. By 1972 many of them had returned to the Democratic candidate. Summing the constant terms in the VD and VR regressions gives percentages close to the percentage shown in VP. Both suggest a decline in the numbers and proportion of habitual voters.
. Part of the decline in habitual voters has been offset by an increase in the coefficient for the South. Southern voting in Presidential elections has increased, partly offsetting the decline in habitual voting elsewhere.
The regression results also suggest that in most elections the voters do not distinguish between the two parties on taxing and spending issues. There is no sign of the much discussed "taxpayers revolt" in 1968 and 1972.
The 1964 election is an exception. Taxes were reduced early in the year and the coefficient on the distribution of tax burdens rises from its low level in other elections. Both parties gain votes, but the Democrats benefited more. To explore these and other effects on the voting margin, we discuss the results for the 1960 and 1964 elections in greater detail. Table 4 shows the computed effect of each of the variables we use. The numbers are obtained by multiplying the point estimate by the mean value of the variable for the year. Many of the estimates are small and contribute very little in either election. One main conclusion drawn from the data is the importance of aggregate economic variables in determining the outcome. Based on our estimates, it appears that the Democrats gained more of their vote margin from inflation in 1960 and from unemployment in 1964 than from any other variable^ These measures of aggregate economic performance appear to have a much larger effect than the growth of personal income, spending or distribution. An exception is taxes in 1964 following the tax cut, discussed previously.
In 1960 and 1964, and in other elections, the Republicans start with a large, but variable, margin of regular voters. The Democrats must offset the margin, and expected performance of the economy is one of their principal appeals. If our measures of unemployment and inflation can be interpreted as measures of expected performance, in 1960 the appeal brought a 26.85 per cent margin, almost equal to the Republican advantage. In 1964 the Republican edge was smaller; economic performance gave the Democrats almost the same margin as in 1960, 27.5 per cent. In 1972 these issues benefited the Republicans, the only time in the four elections that the Republicans had this advantage.
Our findings are similar to the conclusion reached by Key. 22 Key found that answers to the question, "Which party will keep the country prosperous in the years ahead?", gave a 3 to 2 edge to the Democrats in 1960. Moreover, twenty per cent of those sampled in the Gallup poll chose inflation or unemployment as the most important issue. Many of these voters voted for Kennedy in 1960.
In 1964 Goldwater campaigned on a number of redistributional issues, particularly the role of government in economic affairs and to a lesser extent the effect of taxation on incentives. His campaign attracted a number of voters, according to our estimates. The Democrat's margin on PYMNTS and the relative rates of change of taxes are lower than in 1960. The gain on these issues is more than offset by the loss on other issues, including the level of per capita taxes, the growth of personal income, and the distribution of government payments. More importantly, Goldwater lost an estimated 18 per cent of the margin we classify as "habitual." The data show a substantial switch, 9 per cent, from 1960 Republicans to 1964 Democrats.
Polsby and Wildavsky argue that Johnson was able to "detach a significant portion of that [Republican] party's traditional supporters." 23 Johnson was able "to make gains on two issues-prosperity and povertyeven while playing down an aggressive pro-welfare stand . . . ," 24 Our findings generally support these conclusions but suggest that the "prosperity" issue was more important.
TESTS OF A MODIFIED HYPOTHESIS
The estimated responses of voters to economic conditions and to distribution policies are highly variable. Signs change from one election to the next, and there are large changes in magnitude as well. In the hope of finding more stable coefficients, we modified the hypotheses.
Habitual voters, or partisans, vote for the same party and vote regularly The constant term of the regression was used as a measure of the partisan vote. An alternative measure is the vote for the party candidate in the previous election. Table 5 for VP, VD and VR with a lagged dependent variable included. 25 Results were obtained for three elections, 1964, 1968, and 1972. The introduction of the lagged dependent variable improves the fit. There appears to be consistency in voting patterns. About 70 or 80 per cent of the voters in the preceding election vote again. The proportion of Democrats who vote for the candidate of the same party in the next election is greater than the proportion of Republicans. About 33 to 43 per cent of Republicans vote Republican again, while more than two-thirds of the Democrats repeat.
Redistribution variables again have little significant impact in these regressions. The level of transfer payments has a consistently positive, but miniscule, effect on the Republican vote, and a mixed effect on the Democratic vote. Rising transfer payments (the combined effect of rising payments and falling taxes) reduced the Republican vote in 1964, but helped the Republicans in 1968 and 1972, relative to the Democrats. Again the marginal effects were small and not statistically significant.
The magnitude of the effects of inflation and unemployment are lessened by the addition of lagged dependent variables, but the coefficients remain variable from one election to the next. High levels of unemployment hurt the Republican candidate, as before, but do not consistently aid the Democratic nominee. Inflation lowers the Republican vote and increases the Democrats' vote except in the election of 1972. Changes in personal income is the only variable to show stronger effects in the modified regressions than in the initial regressions. Growth of personal income increased the Democratic vote and reduced the Republican vote in 1964 and 1968.
Evaluation of the contributions of economic variables (at their mean values) to vote totals (see Table 6 ) again suggests that economic variables are important determinants of election outcomes. In 1964, Goldwater held a slight edge over Johnson among habitual and repeating voters with a margin of about one per cent. Much of the estimated 18.8 per cent victory margin for the Democrat in that year can be attributed to the combined effects of unemployment, inflation and rising personal income. Again in 1968 these variables contributed strongly to the Democratic vote, but the effect was not large enough to offset a strong habitual Republican vote, perhaps the manifestation of Republican partisans returning to the fold after the election of 1964 In the Nixon-McGovern contest inflation especially, and also the unemployment level and the rate of change of personal income, had a large effect on the vote. Nixon was apparently able, however, to reverse the direction of the inflation and unemployment effects, achieving much of his large victory margin on these two issues.
" The introduction of a lagged dependent variable may introduce bias and, in the presence of corr l atlon residuals, the estimators are not consistent. We have m^e no attempt °o overcome these problems or to determine whether there is bias. There is, however no evMen e of serial correlation in the estimates show in Table 1 . evidence 
CONCLUSION
Our study produces some evidence of the effect of economic variables on the outcome of Presidential elections. We find little evidence in our work of the raw material for a predictive theory. As in sample surveys, we find that the influence of variables shifts, presumably with the importance voters assign to a particular issue. The performance of the economy was, by our criteria, no worse in 1960 than in 1972. Inflation was much higher-4.1 compared to 1.2-and average unemployment about the same m 1972 and 1960 Yet, the same Republican candidate can be described as having lost the earlier election and won the later election on the issues of prosperity and inflation.
. . What applies to aggregate economic variables applies to other variables also The 1964 tax cut contributed more than enough to win a close election contest (Table 4) . In other elections, tax rates have a smaller effect on the winner's margin. Our results do not show that voters distinguish the two parties. Both parties campaign on the issue of lower taxes, at times, but neither appears able to convince the voters that the issue is a partisan issue. Even in 1972, when tax reform and tax levels were discussed more than is generally true, our estimates show a 1 to 2 per cent net margin for the Democrats on this issue. 
